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Abstract

The speaker diarization task consists of inferring “who spoke
when” in an audio stream without any prior knowledge and has
been object of several NIST international evaluation campaigns
is last years. A common trend for improving performances has
been the use of several different feature streams as diverseas
speaker location features, visual features or noise robustacous-
tic features. This paper describes an open source toolkit re-
leased under GPL license aiming at facilitating research inmul-
tistream speaker diarization and reproducing state-of-the-art re-
sults. In contrary to other related diarization toolkits, it is ex-
plicitly designed to handle an arbitrary number of featureswith
very different statistics while limiting the computational com-
plexity. The release includes a set of scripts to replicate bench-
mark results on previous NIST evaluations and is intended to
provide an easy to use software to study and include novel fea-
tures into diarization systems.

Index Terms: Open Source toolkit, Speaker Diarization,
multistream features, NIST Rich Transcription.

1. Introduction and Motivations
Diarization is the task that consists of annotating temporal re-
gions of audio recordings with labels. The labels represent
names of speakers, or their gender, the channel type (narrow
bandwidth vs. wide bandwidth), the background environment
(quite, noise, music...), or other characteristics present in the
signal. In details, speaker diarization is that task that aims at
inferring ”who spoke when” in an audio file and involves two
simultaneous tasks 1) inferring the number of speakers in the
audio file 2) associating a label with each temporal segment so
that segments uttered by the same speaker belong to the same
cluster. This process happens without any type of prior infor-
mation on the number of speakers in the audio stream nor any
information on their identities. Speaker diarization has been
originally proposed for segmenting the audio in speaker ho-
mogeneous regions in order to perform adaptation during the
speech recognition process. More recently, it has been applied
into a number of other problems like speaker-based indexing,
retrieval and audio structuring.

The most common approaches to diarization of broadcast
audio consists in Hidden Markov Models/Gaussian Mixture
Models (HMM/GMM), agglomerative clustering and conven-
tional acoustic features like MFCC [1]. Several toolkits are al-
ready available for speaker diarization of broadcast data like the
Audioseg toolkit1, the LIUM SpkDiarization toolkit2 and the

1http:audioseg.gforge.inria.fr
2http:lium3.univ-lemans.frdiarization

SHoUT toolkit3.
Beside broadcast news segmentation, in recent years the di-

arization task has been broadly applied to spontaneous multi-
party conversations, also known as “meetings”, recorded inspe-
cially instrumented rooms (see Figure 1). Recordings are done
with far-fields microphone arrays and also information from
close caption and overview cameras is available. Since 2005,
advances in diarization of spontaneous conversations (or meet-
ings) have been benchmarked into several NIST Rich Tran-
scription (RT) evaluation campaigns4 and systems have been
ranked according to a common metric, the Diarization Error
Rate (DER)5.

Compared to broadcast data, meetings have several addi-
tional challenges coming from the far field audio corrupted with
noise and reverberation as well as the conversational nature of
the speech (very short speaker turns and continuous overlapin
between speakers) [2]. An active research field has been the
use of multiple sources of information or equivalently, multiple
feature streams beside more conventional acoustic features like
MFCC. Examples in the literature include features extracted
from the microphone array like speaker location [3] or speaker
intensity [4], visual features extracted from cameras [5, 6, 7, 8]
or noise/reverberation robust acoustic features like the signal
modulation spectrum [9]. As the different feature streams often
have very different statistics and dimensionality, their use into
diarization systems often requires several modifications and fine
tuning of parameters in order to became effective. To date, none
of the previously mentioned toolkits is explicitly designed to
handle more than a single feature stream.

We present hereDiarTK, a completely open source toolkit
aiming at facilitating research in multistream speaker diariza-
tion. The toolkit is written in C++ and released under GPL li-
cence.DiarTK is designed according to the following wish-list:

• Simplicity of the base code and self-contained modules.

• Able to handle an arbitrary number of feature streams
with very different statistics.

• Limit the computational complexity of the diarization
system thus being able to perform real-time diarization
even with several feature streams.

• Reproduce state-of-the-art results on standard NIST
benchmark databases.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows, sec-
tion 2 presents briefly the diarization method implemented in

3http:shout-toolkit.sourceforge.net
4http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/rt/
5http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/rt/2005-spring/rt05s-meeting-

eval-plan-V1.pdf



Figure 1: Example of meeting recording environment equipped with microphone array, close caption cameras and overviewcameras.
A different set of features (acoustic, location or visual features) can be extracted from each of the sensor and used to enhance the
diarization process.

the toolkit, section 3 describes the various modules and the
processing chain, while section 4 presents recipes, benchmark
on the rich transcription datasets and analysis of computational
performance.

2. Diarization method
The diarization chain underlyingDiarTk is similar to other di-
arization systems [1, 2] and consists of:

1 An initial segmentation step in which the audio stream is
segmented into homogeneous regions.

2 An agglomerative clustering step in which segments be-
longing to the same speaker are clustered together.

3 A Viterbi realignment step in which speaker boundaries
are refined thus producing the final diarization output.

In conventional system, those steps are performed using
parametric models, i.e., a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).
Whenever several feature streams are used a separate GMM for
each stream is estimated for each of them [2]. On the other
hand,DiarTk makes use of non-parametric clustering and re-
alignment based on the agglomerative Information Bottleneck
principle [10] thus avoiding explicit GMM speaker modeling.

In order to achieve this, let us consider a set of speech seg-
mentsX = {x1, . . . , xT } obtained from segmentation of an
input audio stream, to be clustered into set of clustersC =
{c1, . . . , cK}. A space of relevance variablesY that contain
relevant information about the problem is constructed and each
segmentX is mapped intoY thus obtainingp(Y |X). The vari-
ableY are defined as the components of asingle background
GMM estimated on the entire recording. According to IB princi-
ple the optimal clustering compresses the input variables while
preserving as much mutual information as possible about the
relevance variablesY [11]. This corresponds to the minimiza-
tion of:

F = I(X,C)− βI(C, Y ) (1)

Whereβ is a Lagrange multiplier. The clustering operates us-
ing probabilitiesp(y|x) that are obtained using Bayes’ rule.
The optimization of the objective function (1) can be done ina
greedy fashion using the agglomerative Information Bottleneck
method [12].

The algorithm is initialized with the trivial clustering of
each point considered as a separate cluster (|X| clusters). At
each step of the algorithm a cluster merge is performed such
that the information loss with respect to the relevance variables
is minimum. The loss of mutual information can be obtained in
close form. The optimal number of clusters are selected based
on a threshold on the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI)

(for details see [10]). The complete algorithm in case of a sin-
gle feature stream, i.e. MFCC, is summarized as follows :

1 Feature extraction (MFCC) from the audio.

2 Speech/non-speech segmentation and rejection of non-
speech frames.

3 Segmentation of speech in chucks (uniform or not), i.e.,
extraction of variableX.

4 Estimation of a background GMM model with a shared
diagonal matrix, i.e., definition of the setY .

5 Estimation of conditional distributionp(Y |X) for each
segmentX.

6 aIB clustering and model selection to determine the
speaker clusters (Diarization output)

7 Realignment of the speaker boundaries using a Viterbi
realignment step.

The main advantage of this approach is that the entire di-
arization system (IB clustering, feature combination and re-
alignment ) works in the space of relevance variables thus,
as the method does not estimate a GMM for each speaker
model, the computational complexity appears limited respect
to HMM/GMM systems [10].

Furthermore whenever several feature streams are available
the only extra computational load comes in the estimation ofthe
relevance variable space leaving the cost of the clusteringand
the realignments unchanged. In fact let us designate withWi

a set of different feature streams. The combination can be per-
formed in the relevance variable space, i.e, using the posterior
probabilitiesp(y|x). For each feature streamWi, a background
GMM Mi is estimated, and a posterior distributionp(y|Mi, x)
calculated. The combined distribution is then calculated as:

p(y|x) =
∑

i

p(y|Mi, x)Wi (2)

WhereWi is the feature weight corresponding toith feature
stream (

∑
i
Wi = 1). Another advantage comes from the fact

p(y|Mi, x) are posterior distributions, thus in the range[0, 1],
making the combination more robust to different dimensionality
or different statistics of the features [13, 14]. This allowthe use
of very different statistics like those coming from acoustic and
location information. Also the realignment can happen using
the relevance posterior variables computing the optimal speaker
segmentation as:

copt = argmin
c

∑

t

KL(p(Y |xt)||p(Y |ct))− log(actct+1
)

(3)



Figure 2: Structure of the diarization chain using the open source modules IBfeat, aIBclust and IBrealign which performs respectively
segmentation, clustering and realignment steps.

Wherep(Y |xt) is the posterior distribution of the relevance
variables at a given speech segmentxt andp(Y |ct) is the pos-
terior distribution of relevance variables in a given cluster ct
(see [13]).

3. The Diarization Modules
DiarTk consists of three main modules an audio segmentation
tool (IBfeat), an agglomerative clustering tool (aIBclust) and a
Viterbi realignment tool (IBrealign). The processing chain is
depicted in Figure 2 and briefly described in the following:

1 The initial segmentation and relevance variable estima-
tion are performed by theaIBfeat tool which takes as input a
list of feature files in standard HTK format associated with a
weight. The tool can handle an arbitrary number of different
feature files irrespectively of their dimensions and statistics sim-
ply by running:

aibfeat
--mfcc mfcc.fea 0.5
--tdoa tdoa.fea 0.2
--other fea1.fea 0.2
--other fea2.fea 0.1

aIBfeat performs the initial segmentation in homogeneous
speech regions, estimates the background GMMs (one per each
feature stream) and computes the final relevance variable dis-
tributionsp(Y |X) as weighted sum of individual distributions∑

i Wi p(Y |Xi) as described in section 2.

2 The agglomerative clustering is performed by theaIB-
clust tool. The speech segmentsX associated with the rele-
vance variable distributionsp(Y |X) are then clustered together
intoC clusters, according to an agglomerative clustering proce-
dure until a stopping criterion is met. It is important to notice
that the dimensions ofp(Y |X) does not depends on the num-
ber of feature streams. As consequence, the complexity of the
clustering stays unchanged regardless of the number of streams.

3- The Viterbi Realignment is performed by theIBre-
align tool which takes as input the partitions obtained from
the agglomerative clustering and performs a realignment ofthe
speaker boundaries. The realignment as well depends only on
the distribution ofp(Y |X) regardless of the number of feature
streams. The output is provided in RTTM format6 ready to
be scored by the NIST evaluation modules7 in order to obtain
Diarization Error Rate scores.

4. Benchmarks and Recipes
The toolkit is provided with a set of scripts in order to reproduce
benchmarks on standard diarization databases like the NIST
Rich Transcription data from the 2006, 2007 and 2009 evalu-
ation campaigns (note there was no evaluation in 2008). The
datasets comprises 34 spontaneous conversations, i.e., meetings
recorded in 7 different meeting rooms. Recordings are done
with far-field microphone arrays. Results are reported accord-
ing to the Diarization Error Rate which is composed of two
parts: a speech/non-speech error and a speaker error.

To test the capabilities to integrate several sources of infor-
mation, the toolkit is benchmarked with conventional acoustic
features, i.e., MFCC coefficients (see Table 1), as well as other
features like the Time Delay of Arrivals (TDOA) extracted from
microphone arrays [3] (see Table 2) and the Frequency Domain
Linear Prediction features (FDLP)/Modulation Spectrum (MS)
of the signal (see Table 3). The benchmark reveals that multi-
stream modeling consistently reduces the speaker error andre-
sults are competitive with those obtained during the latesteval-
uation campaigns [2] thus producing state-of-the-art diarization
results.

In case of HMM/GMM modeling, the use of several feature
streams significantly increase the computational complexity. In

6http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/rt/2003-fall/docs/RTTM-
format-v13.pdf

7http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/rt/2006-spring/code/md-eval-
v21.pl



MFCC features
Dataset Sp./non-Sp. Error Speak. Error Diar. Error
RT06 6.60 15.60 22.25
RT07 3.70 11.30 15.03
RT09 12.70 21.30 33.98

Table 1: Benchmark results (NIST Speech/non-Speech Error,
Speaker Error and Diarization Error) on Rich Transcriptiondata
for Diarization using MFCC features.

MFCC and TDOA features
Dataset Sp./non-Sp. Error Speak. Error Diar. Error
RT06 6.60 10.00 16.57
RT07 3.70 13.10 16.84
RT09 12.70 17.50 30.22

Table 2: Benchmark results (NIST Speech/non-Speech Error,
Speaker Error and Diarization Error) on Rich Transcriptiondata
for Diarization using MFCC and TDOA features.

MFCC, TDOA, Modulation Spectrum and FDLP
Dataset Sp./non-Sp. Error Speak. Error Diar. Error
RT06 6.60 6.60 13.20
RT07 3.70 5.80 9.54
RT09 12.70 9.50 22.22

Table 3: Benchmark results (NIST Speech/non-Speech Error,
Speaker Error and Diarization Error) on Rich Transcriptiondata
for Diarization using MFCC, TDOA, FDLP and Modulation
Spectrum features.

DiarTk, the only increase in complexity happens whenever the
distributionsP (Y |X) are estimated using theIBfeattool leav-
ing the complexity ofaIBclust and IBrealign unchanged. Ta-
ble 4 reports Real Time factors for in case of one, two and four
feature streams for each of the modules. Process are run on a
Dual Core Intel(R) CPU 6700 2.66GHz machine. It can be no-
ticed that only theaibfeat modules result in a significant running
time increase while, clustering (IBclust) and realignment(IBre-
align) have similar RT factors regardless of number of features.

5. Discussion
This paper introduces DiarTk, a C++ open source toolkit for
multistream speaker diarization released under GPL license8.

In contrary to other diarization toolkit, DiarTk is explicitly
designed for handling an arbitrary number of feature streams
and it is expected to facilitate research and tests in novel fea-
ture types (visual information, location information) fordiariz-
ing multi-modal recordings while keeping limited the compu-
tational complexity. As the feature combination happens ina
space of normalized relevance variables, the toolkit can handle
easily very different statistics as acoustic features, location fea-
tures or even visual features.

Furthermore the toolkit is provided with a set of recipes
scripts to reproduce state-of-the-art results on the NIST Rich
Transcription datasets.9

8The toolkit can be downloaded at http://www.idiap.ch/scientific-
research/resources/speaker-diarization-toolkit.

9Acknowledgments: the authors would like to thank all the col-
leagues in the IM2 and AMI project for their help in setting the RT
system. This work was supported by the Swiss National Centerof Com-
petence IM2, the EU Seventh Framework Program ([FP7/2007-2013]
under grant agreement n [213850] in the SCALE project and in the EU

Real Time Factors (RT)

Features IBfeat aIBclust IBrealign Total
MFCC 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.11
+TDOA 0.12 0.03 0.03 0.18

+MS+FDLP 0.25 0.03 0.04 0.32

Table 4: Real Time factors obtained on a Intel(R)
Core(TM)2 CPU 6700 2.66GHz machine for the three modules
(IBfeat,aIBclust,IBrealign) whenever one,two or four different
feature streams are used. The only part with a significant in-
crease in complexity is the IBfeat.
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